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Emuel was in a room. It was a rather small hexagon room where there 

was a smaller hexagon table in middle. On the table, there was a shisha 

unit which he was sucking smoke from.

The hexagon room appeared to be specialized for such an activity 

because there were ventilation grids on top and bottom of the room. 

Evidently, smoke was being swiftly and systematically sucked out of the

room, keeping air quality within a rather confined area clean.
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At one point, a beep sounded in the room. It was neither loud nor high-

pitched enough to be of annoyance.

“Come in,” He responded as a door slid and two women entered. They 

were Aroa and Aroan, a twin. They were both blond. Aroa had a bob 

hair, and Aroan had a long curly hair. Their dressing codes differed also.

Aroa was in a dark navy uniform with pants while Aroan was donning a 

purple satin thigh slit piece dress.

“Women,” He called out softly as he pops the pipe. “What brings you 

here?”

The women, glancing at each other briefly, told him, “What are you 

doing here?”

“I thought it’s obvious? I am popping smoke.”

“That’s fine by itself, but you’ve been smoking for hours,” Aroa pointed 

out while Aroan took a seat and popped smoke herself using an extra 

pipe.
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He taped an empty area, signaling her to sit down. Sighing and sagging 

her shoulders, Aroa sat down and he started to caress her thigh which 

she didn’t seem to mind.

Well, after all they were married to him. Aye, they.

“Something has been bothering you. Does it have anything to do with 

Saturn?” Aroa poked and Emuel grunted in response.

“The fuckers aren’t going down,” He confessed in an eventual response.

When United Sol collapsed, everyone expected Saturn to fair badly. 

Due to their far smaller scale of economy as well as their dependence 

on United Sol’s economical packages, there seemed to be no way for 

them to break even each year.

But the truth was that they had been fairing just fine. In fact, they were 

growing.
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Emuel took great displeasure in that since he planned to conquer 

Saturn through semi-peaceful means. He planned to offer Saturn 

economic packages and then slowly expand his sphere of influence into 

their political stages.

Well, none of that occurred. In fact, Saturn was becoming stronger on 

its own.

That left them with only one option: brute force.

“Fleet status,” Emuel inquired as he leans his back against a wall and 

exhaled deeply. Dense smoke was being released from his mouth as 

well as nose.

“All green. Ready to depart at all,” Aroa replied. “Are we attacking 

them?”

“Don’t see much of a choice. The sooner the better is my opinion. 

Yours?”
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Aroa cleared her throat and laid out her plan.

“If we are to tackle them now, we should hit them with everything 

we’ve got. Bring the whole fleet to their font door and bash it often. If 

we finish the war even before anyone else can react, we win.”

It was a bold idea, and Emuel wasn’t known for executing bold plans. 

He responded.

“No, We should leave 3k back home for defense.”

She insisted, “Darling, it is no time to be timid.”

He fires a fierce glared at her to which she released a sigh and said, “I 

stand by my plan. We must attack with all of our forces.”

Aroan didn’t speak any. She wasn’t tactical like her twin sister. In fact, 

their roles spoke for that. Aroa was actually the supreme supervisor of 

Jovan fleet management whereas Aroan had no official role. In Emuel’s 

own words, her job is “to look pretty”, and she had done that job pretty

well.
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Folding his arms, he leaned his upper body against the hexagon table 

with a pipe still lingering in his mouth. He groaned as he looked 

downwards at the table.

After a moment of stillness, he eventually declared, “We attack Saturn 

with 9k. 3k will remain at the base.”

Aroa nodded, showing no discontent. The decision was made, and 

there was nothing further to talk about. Her job was now to carry on 

the task and make it successful.

Fast forward to year 9690 Day 31

A fleet of 9,000 ships was swiftly approaching the border of Saturn. An 

alert was quickly transmitted to the Saturn by a network of proximity 

sensors. Gaer called for an emergency meeting at the Ironhall.
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The appearance of the chamber was best described as a dark barren 

empty space where there were not even chairs to sit on. Each Ironhall 

member would stand instead in front of their designated stands. Saturn

Ironhall had had a tradition of not having long sessions. Thus, not 

having chairs hadn’t really been an issue. 

There was a simple elevated stage for a speaker to speak on and that 

was it. Finally, the reason the chamber was called “the Ironhall” was 

that the entire structure was made of iron alloys and beams. Steel 

would have been obviously better, but at the time Saturn had a hard 

time producing massive quantity of required steel. Hence, the next best

thing was iron.

On outside, the Ironhall resembled a simple rectangular box with dark 

texture and color. There was zero decoration on its outside walls, and it

was really a simple rectangular box with a few doors on bottom in 

front.
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The Ironhall itself was a thousand-years old structure, and there had 

been a talk of rebuilding it as it wasn’t aesthetically pleasing, but such 

an idea had been shot down soon, citing that the Ironhall was a piece of

Saturn’s history and heritage.

“As you are aware already by now, a Jovian fleet of nine thousand is 

quickly approaching our home. The ETA is about 9 days,” Gaer dressed 

in a gray formal attire spoke in front of Ironhall members within the 

chamber. 

“There is no time to waste. I am initiating a vote to mobilize our fleet.”

This was just a formal act. The real decision would be made behind 

doors with just select few people.

Back at the bar of Maeka, there were four people present along with 

Natsuko who was Gaer’s wife. She was working on making drinks, 

breaking ice blocks and such.
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Along the bar counter, there were Gaer, Cesper, Brian, and Lombardi. 

Brian was the CEO of Lightwave shipyard exclusively responsible for 

Saturn’s spaceship production, and Lombardi was a minority leader 

within Saturn political landscape.

Truth be told, Gaer had usually ignored Lombardi because there had 

been no concern at all that his own faction would be overthrown. 

However, Cesper convinced him to be responsive to minor factions, 

citing that one of the reasons for the fall of the Bau was that they 

ignored minor factions blatantly which included Saturn itself.

“President, I will be honest with you. I am surprised that you’ve called 

for my presence”, Lombardi remarked.

“You are the minority leader,” Gaer responded casually. “Of course you 

deserve a seat here.”
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Lombardi didn’t know the reason for Gaer’s sudden change of heart. He

had been ignored for many years. Why now, he wondered. 

Nevertheless, he took the matter no further as a moment of uneasy 

silence dominated the bar.

“We must decide how to respond,” Cesper changed the subject 

eventually.

“There isn’t much to talk about, is there? Captain Lisette must be 

appointed to be the fleet commander. She is the only one with any kind

of experience in outnumbered fleet battles,” Gaer stated and added 

shortly after, “Besides, she has a score to settle with him, I bet.”

“She can’t command the whole fleet at her current rank,” Cesper 

remarked.

Nodding Gaer took a glass from his wife. “Time to promote her then, 

about time.”
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“I do have a request to make at this point,” Cesper said.

“Oh?”

“Send her this audio clip.” Cesper showed a tiny chip held between his 

index and middle finger.

Lisette was having a drink at a bar. It was a VIP area and she had her 

own room which was quiet in spite of whatever was going on outside.

Taking sips after her duty hours became a daily habit for her. She 

wasn’t a heavy drinker. Rather she enjoyed being tipsy for a long period

of time. There certainly were other choices in getting mildly high, but 

this was her method.

At one point, her comm. bracelet vibrated.

“Ahah, another early end to my break,” She whispered to herself with a

grin as she put down her glass.
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As soon as she arrived at her office, Alissais was already there and she 

quickly relayed a message from Saturn Ironhall.

Lisette inquired carefully, “A Jovian fleet… led by who?”

“We don’t know yet. I am assuming Emuel himself.”

She ground her teeth upon hearing Alissa. She had a debt to settle with 

the man.

“Oh, and -,” Alissa added, “They also sent an audio clip. I was told that 

it was meant for you and you only. It’s ready to play from your desk.”

“An audio clip? The hell? Play it.”

Alissa hesitated. “Only you should listen to it was the order.”

“Don’t care. Just play it.”

With a beep, the file was played.
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“Captain Mack confirmed dead!” A desperate voice, it was.

“Ram it! RAM IT!” Then another voice was heard; Both Lisette and 

Alissa recognized the voice instantly. It was Suu’s.

“En route...!” A voice uttered. “Five seconds!” Another desperate voice 

was heard.

“Reactor going past 900% We’ve got only a few seconds befor-”

“RAM IT! RAM IT!”  Suu shouted repeatedly. Then came a shout – 

“AVENGE THE ADMIRAL!”

Then the audio became chaotic. There were a lot of sound of 

explosions, screams, and perhaps a distant laughter. The audio died 

soon after.

“A, Admiral…!” Alissa uttered, and Lisette fell to her knees. Tears 

quickly filled both women’s eyes. For Alissa, it was mostly due to 

nostalgia. For Lisette, it was out of shame and regret.
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Alissa covered her mouth as she starts to sob uncontrollably. As for 

Lisette, tears were dropping through her cheeks but she wasn’t 

sobbing. She was staring at ceiling with vacant eyes with tears flowing 

down like a waterfall.

For both of them, her voice reminded them too much memories, both 

good and bad. If they could go back in time, they would have more than

gladly.

Once a moment of mourning has passed, what fueled them afterwards 

was anger and… determination.

Lisette stood up at once as of possessed and sits down in front of her 

desk and started to input numbers. “How many?” She asked.

Without any context, Alissa realized what she was doing.

“Nine thousand,” She replied at once.
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“We have our last order, Alissa, ‘Avenge the admiral,’ she told us at her 

last breath. We are to avenge.”

Unlike Lisette, however, Alissa was skeptical. She felt Lisette was 

perhaps too bent on exacting revenge.

“We have three thousand at max, Commodore,” She said while 

reminding her of the new rank she had just received.

“Number does not matter.”

“It does matter,” Alissa insisted. “As much as I respected the admirals, 

we need to look forward.”

Lisette slammed the desk with her fist. “I don’t fucking care!” She 

exclaimed. “We have a job to do!”

“And what is our job?”

“We are to avenge the admiral!”

“No! Our job is to defend Saturn from the Jovian fleet!” Alissa retorted 

strongly.
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A very uneasy silence filled between them. Both were glaring at each 

other’s eyes. Neither backed off.

“You are too zealous,” Alissa explained while sighing and breaking the 

eye contact. “I do understand your sentiment. I do understand your 

desire to exact revenge. I share your sentiment that Emuel needs to be 

punished, but can we really? Our job is to protect Saturn. That should 

be the first. Anything extra is just a bonus.”

Lisette downcast her eyes while sighing and shaking her head slightly. It

took her some seconds to make a response.

“I do realize that.”

“Good. You need to keep that in mind. Our employer is President Gaer. 

Keep that in mind.”

Uranus colony had a small fleet of five hundred ships. Saturn had about 

two thousand three hundred fifty. Their overall fleet strength was just 
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shy of 2,850. It was 9k vs. 3k. An ordinary fleet commander would be 

prepared to lose.

Not Lisette though. You see, those who had worked under Kain were 

used to fight in heavily outnumbered battles. Kain himself led space 

battles that everyone saw he’d lose but emerged victorious two times. 

Numbers from those three battles were 20k vs. 3k.

It didn’t change the fact that Saturn fleet was heavily outnumbered, but

Lisette’s mentality was different. Instead of feeling pressure from being 

outnumbered, she was calm. She sought ways to score a victory just as 

her former superior officer, Admiral Kain, had done.

While on their way to Saturn to rendezvous with the main fleet, Lisette 

and Alissa came up with numerous plans to defeat the Jovian fleet. The 

overall situation was tricky due to a fact that Saturn had no outpost to 

use as a defensive fortress.
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Alissa suggested, “We could just duke it out while maintaining a 

defensive sphere formation.”

To which Lisette gave her a hard no.

“I feel a quick resolution is required. The longer we drag it on, Emuel is 

going to pull up tricks.”

Folding arms, Alissa came up with another idea.

“How about switching lines formation? This could work since our rear 

should be safe.”

Switching lines formation was a fleet formation invented by Admiral 

Suu. Basically, a fleet of 50 would form a line. Each line acted 

independently and withdrew to reduce losses when required. This 

formation was overall less defensive than a plain sphere formation but 

had potential for more firepower. Its flaw was that it worked only when

confronting an attack from one side.

Lisette considered her idea while tapping her index finger on her desk. 
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It could work, she thought. As she reminded herself the weakness the 

formation had, she had a light blob moment.

“Hear me out, I may have a plan.”

And it was a bold one. Lisette’s idea was a copy of what Suu had done 

in her last act. She’d take a small group of fifty ships. They’d be 

equipped with missile launchers. The strike force would be in hiding, far

away from the main fleet. Once the battle commenced and it became 

chaotic enough, the strike force would arrive from rear and strike the 

commandship and commandship only, killing Emuel, thus ending the 

invasion.

“We will need to locate the commandship though. That could take days

if not forever,” Alissa remarked.

Lisette put up her index finger. “Normally, it’d be hard to locate a 

commandship within a big fleet. Hell, Admiral Kain was a low key 

commander. For someone like that, you’d never locate his 
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commandship. But it’s Emuel we are talking about. He will have escorts 

nearby in some kind of a formation. We will be able to locate his ship.”

“It’s a gamble,” Alissa said with a high dose of skepticism.

“It’s always a gamble one way or another.”

Having no better ideas, Alissa agreed with the plan.

“I will contact Uranus colony and have frigates deliver the equipment 

and missiles. What kind of missiles?”

“Dumbfire, extra payload.”

“Good thing that we’ve had plenty of those laying around.”

Rubbing her hands, Lisette snickered with glee.

“Time to play,” She declared to which Alissa beamed a grin.

Just like the old times.
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When Gaer was informed that the fleet from Uranus colony had 

arrived, he went on to greet Commodore Lisette. However, who 

answered the call was Alissa who he did not recognize. In fact, he had 

never seen her and wasn’t even aware of her existence until this 

moment.

“Who are you, may I ask?” was his first statement when Alissa popped 

up on a holographic screen to greet him.

Saluting, she replied firmly, “Captain Alissa, Mr. President. I’ve been 

acting as Commodore Listte’s advisor.”

“And where is the commodore?”

“Mr. President, we have a plan to tackle the Jovian fleet. The 

commodore has taken a spearhead figure in that plan.”

“So, you are not going to tell me what the plan is for the time being.”

“Correct, sir. This is for security.”

Gaer wasn’t going to butt in. He fully trusted Lisette.
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“Very well, Captain. I will leave you to it. I suppose you will act as the 

fleet commander then?”

“Aye, sir.”

“Very well, good luck.”

“Sir, Saturn in visual range.”

The Jovian fleet of 9,000 ships was approaching Saturn fast.

“Scan the zone and put the result on screen,” Emuel gave out his order.

The result showed the presence of Saturn fleet with an expected 

number.

“2,800 ships, sir.” 
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“I thought their number was 2,850 exactly,” Emuel wondered. 

However, it was within a margin of error, and he didn’t give it too much

of a thought before moving onto other readings from the result.

As expected, there were a lot of readings primarily due to the Saturn 

ring. As he carefully inspected the sensor scan, he did notice something 

slightly amiss.

“What is that?” He pointed at a line among thousands. “It appears to be

either a comet or an asteroid which is moving pretty fast.”

No one on the bridge had a better answer than what he had given.

“Send it to Aroa. I want a second opinion. Meanwhile, initiate a wall 

formation.”

“Aye, sir.”

Aroa sent back a response within minutes, stating that it did indeed 

look suspicious. She pointed out that it could be a group of ships that 

had powered down completely and that they were just cruising 
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through. She did point out that such a small group of ships would have 

no bearing in the outcome of the war however.

And he agreed with her assessment. Once it became clear that there 

appeared to be no immediate threat other than the Saturn fleet, the 

Jovian fleet proceeded to face them. Once both fleets were outside of 

their attack range, Emuel opened a public channel and demanded 

surrender which was duly rejected. It was just a formality.

Then the battle commenced. 

In the beginning, it was a standard affair. The Jovian fleet was in a wall 

formation where basically a wall of ships faced the Saturn fleet. 

The Saturn fleet, meanwhile, was in a switching line formation where 

ships were grouped into numerous mobile lines to retreat at once if 

required. The switching line formation would impose a war of attrition 

where the wall formation meant the attackers wanted to end the battle
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ASAP. Due to the difference in numbers, the Jovian fleet had an upper 

hand from get-go. What Emuel and Co hadn’t realized at this point was 

that Lisette wasn’t commanding the Saturn fleet. In fact, they didn’t 

even care. To be fair, Emuel and Aroa were aware of Lisette’s presence 

and her potentials. However, in this specific battle, they didn’t feel 

she’d make any difference if at all.

Meanwhile, a group of fifty cruisers was cruising through the space via 

inertia and gravity. They had powered down completely that, to 

sensors, they looked like either a comet or an asteroid. Lisette was 

leading this group.

On her bridge, there was no light. The only light source was simply flash

light from their spacesuits. They had been out of power for days that 

they had to wear spacesuits to combat freezing temperature of -150c. 

They had to do this to fool any sensors.
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Lisette herself was in her captain throne. She was watching a timer that

had just hit zero.

“The battle should be underway,” She claimed and then gave out an 

order. “Get the reactor back online. To all ships, get your energy back 

up. We are moving!”

With a loud whirring sound, lights came back on. Then soft beeping 

sounds were heard from consoles within the bridge, indicating that the 

system was coming back on as well.

“Commodore, the system is booting. We should be ready within five 

minutes.”

“Alright!” She raised her voice. “Let’s go!”

Emuel heard an alert from a console where a crew was looking into it.

“What is it?” 
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“Sir, what appeared to be a passing comet has just started to emit 

electronic signals. They appear to be a group of ships.”

“How many?”

“Exactly 50 ships.”

He started to tap his index finger on an arm of his captain’s chair. 

“So, that’s where the fifty went. The bigger question is …, what they can

do with just fifty…”

“Your orders?”

“Keep your eyes on them for now. I am sure they are coming here. We 

don’t know their purpose yet.”

“Yes, sir.”

“Send a message to Aroa. Inform her of the development.”

“Captain, the commodore is en route.”
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Alissa was in a captain’s chair with her legs crossed and arms folded. 

She looked troubled. As expected, the battle wasn’t going too well but 

they were holding fine for the time being. But it was almost certainty 

that her fleet would lose if nothing changed.

“Well, at least it’s easy to spot the commandship,” She remarked with a

smirk. 

Indeed, although only few knew, Emuel was actually a coward. His 

biggest fear was people who confronted him directly which was why he

had been surrounding himself with layers of protections.

While that trait of his ensured that he’d survive potential assassinations

and such, it also meant that, in this specific situation, he was actually 

exposing himself because, in the wall formation, there was a blob of 

ships that stayed slightly behind the wall.
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For Alissa, it was clear that Emuel’s own ship would be in heart of the 

blob. She was certain Lisette would figure that out pretty much 

instantly as well. Both agreed on a complete radio silence, thus she 

wasn’t going to contact her in any way.

“Sir, the unknown fleet is going to be in a visual range in 120 seconds.”

Upon hearing so, Emuel folded his arms.

“Any words from Aroa?”

“She sent a message, saying that they are likely targeting your ship 

directly.”

He had the same thought. However, it seemed like a futile attempt. A 

cruiser didn’t go down easily especially in a fleet engagement. There 

were ways to be defensive and survive a long period of siege. The only 

way for the tactic to work was if they had a way to literally obliterate 

his ship in one shot. There was also a matter of locating his ship even.
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At this point of the thought, he narrowed his eyes. He just realized that 

they could locate his ship due to the formation he was employing. He 

wanted to alter the formation immediately but that would risk other 

elements of the battle. The current formation protected him. Altering 

the formation now would expose the location of his own ship.

Then -

“Sir, the fleet is here!”

He was thinking too much for too long.

“They are heading directly to here, right here!”

“Shoot them down!” He quickly added, “Scan the ships! What are their 

loadout?!”

“Scanning….!”

“Scan faster!”

“Too many interference, sir! This is going to take too long!”
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“God damn it!”

The fleet wasn’t firing at all but was rapidly approaching the blob he 

was within. He then recalled an eerily similar event by Admiral Suu.

It was this point that he started to panic.

“They are going for a suicide attack!” He exclaimed. He was getting cold

sweats on his back. He was always a schemer who worked behind many

layers of safety. This was the first time that his neck was on the line.

Lisette’s fleet of just fifty ships were speeding to reach the blob of ships 

just behind a wall of almost nine thousand ships.

“Reactor overloaded at 120%!!”

“Loading missiles!”

Lisette pointed at a specific ship in the blob being displayed on main 

screen. 
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“That ship in middle is moving before any other ship does. That is the 

commandship! Do not use lock it as a target. We don’t need to let them

know that we are going after it.”

They were going to unload hundreds of dumbfire missiles on it. They 

just needed a clear path for missiles to travel.

“The blob is facing us now and they are tightening up gaps.”

“Doesn’t matter. There will still be gaps for us to pass through.”

Indeed.

“They are firing at us now!”

Lisette scoffed. “As if we care. Unless he is willing to break down the 

wall formation to tackle us, he can’t possibly stop us in time. Lisette to 

all ships! You are on your own now. Do whatever is required for you to 

survive and upload the missiles onto our target!”

The fleet of fifty ships dispersed at once.
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“Sir, they’ve dispersed but are still en route!”

“Damn it. Fuck it!” Emuel cursed while stomping his foot. Rolling his 

eyes, folding his arms, stomping his foot, his actions were all over the 

place as he mauled over what to do next. Alas, he couldn’t think of any 

at the moment. The only sure way to end this dreaded situation was 

changing the whole fleet formation which was risky on its own.

“They are closing in, sir! ETA 10 seconds!”

“Evasive maneuvers!”

At this point, he thought they were going to ram. Therefore, it was only 

logical to give out such an order.

“Sir, a scan picked up just now that they have no turrets but missile 

launchers instead!”

“Dumbfire missiles!” He uttered. A dumbfire missile was basically an 

unguided missile that couldn’t be scrambled. Once fired, it’d just fly 
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straightforward until it hit something. Such missiles were useless in long

range engagements. 

“Cancel evasive maneuvers!” He exclaimed desperately with sweats 

floating off his face as he stood up from his captain’s chair at once.

“Overload thrusters on top, overload 1000%!” He barked an order after 

an order. “Wait for my signal to pop the thrusters!”

Unsure of what was exactly happening, the bridge crews looked 

confused but they nevertheless complied.

He was watching the attackers approach on main screen. They were 

coming right at him. Just as he saw flashes of missile launching at an 

almost point blank range, he barked the order to pop the thrusters.

As thrusters on his ship popped, the bridge jolted badly, and the ship 

basically sunk rapidly. This almost instant motion made the ship dodge 

a hail of missiles that were coming right at them.

At the same time, it also crippled the ship.
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“It’s NOT over!” He bellowed, “Overload the thrusters on starboard! 

Pop’em NOW!”

The thrusters exploded on the starboard of his ship, rapidly moving the 

ship to left side. In the end, his ship made a rapid downward movement

and then another movement to left and then to right. These rapid, yet 

unpredictable, movements saved his ship in the end from the missiles.

The fleet of fifty ships, after unloading the missiles, flew away swiftly 

and joined the Saturn fleet.

Emuel, panting heavily in his captain’s chair, wiped out beads of sweats 

off his forehead. He was at death’s door; he was sure of it.

“Damn, we almost got him,” Lisette muttered but there was a faint grin 

on her face. The plan was good, she felt and she was pretty positive 

that she scared the bejesus out of him because the thruster popping 
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was an act of desperation. He really didn’t have anything else up in his 

sleeves.

“Commodore, the Jovian fleet is gathering up. I think they are going to 

withdraw.”

“Oh, really. Radio silence is over, contact Alissa.”

Alissa’s face appeared on main screen. She saluted at once.

“Commodore, they are withdrawing.”

“I didn’t get to kill him though.”

Alissa beamed a grin. “You’ve scared him enough to a point that he is 

backing down now.”

Listte shrugged but with a grin on her face. “I guess this is a case of 

‘good enough’, eh?”

“We’ve done our job. We protected Saturn, and you are still alive.”
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The grin progressively vanished from Lisette’s face. She had a strong 

urge to ram into Emuel’s ship. She could certainly have.

This first official conflict between Jupiter and Saturn marked the 

beginning of a turbulent era between the two planets. This would also 

be the last time Emuel would command a fleet. He would never 

command a fleet himself again.

- Fin
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